Pursuant to Emergency Measures of Section 3.5 of the EOS Core Arbitration Forum (ECAF) Rules of Dispute Resolution (RDR), I, Yao Siqi, have been named Emergency Arbitrator (EA) and have been appointed to review case numbers:

#ECAF000000339

As the Emergency Arbitrator of the case ECAF Arbitrator Order # 2018-08-04-AO-005 I am issuing the Order of Emergency Protection to all EOS Block Producers.

Said emergency measures are:

- The refusal to process transactions of any kind for the affected EOS account names and/or public keys, pending further review of the case by an Arbitrator.

The order is as follows, all EOS Block Producers refuse to process transactions for the following accounts and keys. Until further official notice and instruction from the Arbitrator of this case.

**EOS Account Names:**

eosfomoplay1

It is also requested that any and all evidence relating to this account be forwarded to the Arbitrator. Please reference the case number #ECAF000000339, from above for the appropriate case and provide the additional evidence via the ECAF file a claim form.

**Case Details**

A claim has been filed naming the EOS Account eosfomoplay1 having attacked the contract of Werewolf game (EOS account eosfoiowolfs - Also known as EOSFomo, the EOS version of the Fomo3D game, website: https://eosfo.io/) and having transferred 60686.4190 EOS illegally. The develop team has also published two announcements (on 7/26 and 7/29 respectively) on the official website stating that there was an attack leading to the assets from the pool withdrawn illegally and that they were looking for intervention from arbitration. The evidence strongly suggests that an emergency protection is supposed to be implemented until further investigation.
The Arbitrator has been provided credible evidence to suggest there is a case to answer to. The sharing of the evidence is through the guidance of Rules of Dispute Resolution 5.8 Transparency/Confidentiality.

**Discovery**

- Announcement from the dev team saying there was an attack and support freezing the account eosfomoplay1. Attached
- Announcement from the dev team saying there was an attack and ask hacker to return funds. Attached
- Evidence showing that there was an attack which caused an anomaly of the amount of EOS in the pool. Attached
- Evidence showing the intention & rules of the game (players must purchase Gem to have the right to share profit in the pool). Attached
- Block records showing the Respondent hasn't bought any Gem in the game but withdrew 60000+ from the contract, which suggests illegality. Attached
- Block records showing the Claimant transferring assets to the EOS FOMO contract. Attached
- Police report. Attached
- Claimant filed a claim with ECAF and has provided requested information in a timely manner.

Until the case is finally resolved by a ruling from the Arbitrator, ECAF Rules of Dispute Resolution, Section 6, it is hereby notified that the accounts may be under the control of unauthorised persons, and you, Block Producers, are advised to not accept transactions unless you have confirmed that the instructions are issued by the rightful owners.

Please note that this is only an emergency order for protection of assets. The purpose of this order is to secure possibly at-risk assets pending further investigation of the case. An emergency order is **not** a ruling or decision upon the matter of the case itself. It should not be understood as an implication of wrongdoing by any party.

Thank you,

Yao Siqi, ECAF Emergency Arbitrator

https://eoscorearbitration.io/

https://eoscorearbitration.io/home/governance/
https://eoscorearbitration.io/file-a-claim/
Announcements 1 on the website (2018.07.26):

First, congratulations to gu****, your reward has been given out.

Second, during the process of the game, multiple overflow attacks happened, causing chaos in data. After 12 hours cleaning and adjustments, we realized that it was a hacker attack targeting the flaws of smart contract. Since the attackers were also players in the game, we didn’t freeze all the attacking accounts in consideration of fairness.

Then we updated the smart contract and brought the game back online, but we admit that we didn’t realize that the attacker was able to withdraw 60K+ EOS. We are just trying to improve as participants in the EOS ecosystem, we appreciate the support of community.

Werewolf suggest the winners apply for arbitration: the account into which attacker has transferred illegally obtained funds is eosfomoplay1, you can check the block records here: https://eosflare.io/account/eosfomoplay1

Remaining rewards will be distributed to participants in two days.

Werewolf Game Develop Team
2018.07.26
Announcement from the dev team saying there was an attack and ask hacker to return funds.

In the Werewolf game, 60686 EOS has been stolen from the pool, which leads to certain players unable to get their rewards according to the game rules.

We call on the attacker to return the 60686 stolen EOS so that we can distribute to the players according to the game rules.

If the funds are returned, we will give 5000 EOS from community funds to the attacker as reward.

If the funds are not returned, we will give the reward to anyone who can find out the attacker.

Related information can be sent to fomoeos@mail.com
- Evidence showing that there was an attack which caused an anomaly of the amount of EOS in the pool

The anomaly of the amount of EOS in the pool
Evidence showing the intention & rules of the game (players must purchase Gem to have the right to share profit in the pool).

Game Rules

Game was a part of the EOS network. All the rules were human-machine operation. The game based on the smart contract, ensuring asset safety, transparent and traceable.

Game rules showed that the Respondent hasn't bought any Gem in the game but withdrew 60000+ from the contract, which suggests illegality.

Block records shows that the account has not buy any gem from the contract, but has withdrawn 60000+ EOS from the game, which is illegal according to the game rules.
Block records showing the Claimant transferring assets to the EOS FOMO contract.

- Transferring funds into the following accounts means the claimant has successfully bought gems and has participated in the game.
  - The transfer of 46513 EOS to zyixjmpxrrpr is for buying the gem (memo: buy key)
  - The transfer of 241 EOS to kgdaortoltx is for contract cost fee (memo: contract cost fee)
  - The transfer of 1446 EOS to kmwchgwrfmp is for community fee (memo: buy key community fee)
Police report from local police in Guangdong
Police report from local police in Chongqing